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ANNALS OF IOWA
VOL. XXI, No. 8 DES MOINES, IOW.\, APRIL, 1£I39 THIRD SERIES
PIONEER LAWMAKERS ASSOCIATION
BY KENNETH E . COLTON
The Twenthy-sixth biennial session of the Pioneer Law-
makers Association of Iowa met in the portrait gallery of
the State Department of History and Archives, Tuesday,
March 7, 1939. Tlie moetinp; was called to order by the
President, John C. DeMar, shortly after 9:30. The Reverend
P. R. Stevens of the Capitol Hill Church of Christ offered the
invocation :
0 Lord, our Lord, bow excellent is Thy name iu all the earth! Before
the mountains were biotight forth, or even Thou hadat formed the
earth and the world, even from evcrlastiTig to everlasting, Thou art
God.
Our Father, we come to Thee this morning in the opening of thia
session of Pioneer Lawmakers, siirroundod by the pictures on theBe
wnlls, pictures of men who have helped to make this great state of
ours, assembled here together are others who have come later, but
who still have done their part in guiding the destiny of our state.
We would invoke Thy presence and Thy blo-ssing upon thia gathering;,
the direction of Thy wisdom and Thy spirit through their session and
all of their deliberations, that the fellowship here may be sweet and
have its part in tho building of character and that also from it may
come that which will bo of blessing to all of ns who live in this great
commonwealth.
So we ask this, our Father, that Thou wilt direct the affairs of this
organization and bless each individual who takes part or is in this fellow-
ship. Through Jesus Christ, our Lord, Amen.
Governor George A. Wilson then addressed the association
with the following words of welcome :
1 come to bring a greeting to the pioneer lawmakers of Iowa, and to
bid you welcome, elder statesmen. May I say this, that it is my wish
that you may return on many other such occasions.
The years come aiul go, youth merges into maturity, new occasions
compel new duties; and as we explore the recesses of memory, you and
I find that pioneer lawmaking—like pioneer home building—seems
far away. We treasure a quill pen and a hand loom as miiseum relics.
A legislator now votes by pushing a button and turning on a colored
light in a picture frame. We listen to a premier's speech advising
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peace or proclaiming war as it conres from a little box with wires
attached. Log cabin culture and livery barn politics disappeared with
the sugar camps and th(; prairie chickens.
But time has not crushed the spirit of the pioneers. I t lives on in
the homely customs that have survived the passing of the crude im-
pleitienta of our economic life and the primitive ways of transacting
public business.
Pioneering here—as everj-where—was a tlaring adventure. But life
itself is a great adventure.
The dark valleys and the great open spaces were a challenge to
the courage of the home seekera. Their search for the better land
is our quest today.
Our good fortune ia that we inherited, and have been able to preserve,
the wholesome traditions of the makers of Iowa, and those who built
well and wisely on the firm foundations.
Great credit is due you, one and all, for a worthy part in makini:
Iowa a gooii place in which to live. I do not speak lightly of the credit
that is your due. I have some familiarity with the Code of Iowa. I
know something of the way laws are made. I have myself, used the
sledge hammer of open debate and the jigsaw of committee amendment,
and liflvP watclied with nervous apprehension the roll call on a flood
of bills rushing headlong to an uncertain goal.
Good legislation is the product of a meeting of minds animated by
mutual desire for the common good. Conscience is the sure guide for
the " y e a s " and "uays . " A legislative roll call represents the well
thought out judgment of men devoted to the welfare of the people.
In a free state, under representative government, our legislative
system is the orderly process of crystallizing into law the will of the
people.
An assignment to a legislative task is not an invitation to a holiday
Tacation. Preparation of bills in harmony with accepted public policy
is a hard job, sometimes disagreeable, often embarrassing, nearly always
a thankless task.
Thumbing through the ponderous Code and conning the thin
session laws, as one will wlio is interested in all the ingredients of Iowa
greatness, I have become aware that the spirit of the pioneers runa like
a golden thread through all the fabric that makes a unit of our
Commonwealth.
What I mean ia, that the handicraft of legislation reveals from within
that Iowa lawmakers have had in all the full century of Iowa growth a
fine understanding of the principles of free government. There is the
impress of sincere loyally to state and nation in all essentials.
You may well take pride in your part. If you had it to do over again,
you would do some things differently. That is an experience common to
us all. But you may rely upon history dealing fairly with your good
deeds and ignoring your mistakes, if any.
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Personally, I must wait some time before getting into Ihe class of
pioneers in lawmakinji. ^^ore than half of our grand legislative history
has slipped from under the golden domo since this organization was
formed fifty-three years ago to provide a connecting link l)etween the
past and the future. Tlioug;h the seven sessions in which my votes
are recorded are far from the days of pioneering, I take pleasure in
recalling my earliest contact with the legislative mill—when President
Millinian of the Senate [J. C. Milliman, Lt. Qov., 1898-1902] named me
to be a page. Perhaps then, more than at any time afterwards, I felt
myseif to be a very essential part of the legislative equipment.
^Vliatever else eame out of those dream days in the field of public
service, my life has been enriched by the unrestrained admiration I
felt for the forceful leadership of that period. They who had seats
in Senate and House towered high. To me they were giants. I think
of them as real statesmen, endowed with much wisdom, able in debate,
keen in analysis of men and measure. I eount myself fortunate in
that I had before me, in the impressionable days of youth, Buch
splendid patterns of useful citizenship.
So, I welcome you heartily to the capitol of Iowa, and to thia in-
spiring hall of history, where so many of Hie lawmakers and law givers
of Iowa look down upon you, and seem to appeal to you and to all
who shall come after, to carry on in accordance with the best traditions
of a great state that is the home of a happy people.
The response to the Governor's address on behalf of the
assoeiation was made by John T. Clarkson, former state
senator and past president of the assoeiation :
Speaking for and in behalf of tho members of our association, I know
that 1 express their sincere sentiments in thanking Governor Wilson
for the gracious welcome he has expressed, speaking for himself and in
behalf of the people of Iowa, whom he represents as the Chief Execntivo
of our beloved state government.
Every member of our association at a time in the past rendered
service in some one or more of the departments of the state and in that
respect found it necessary at times to pioneer in the sense of improving
methods and procedure. In rendering legislative service we were called
upon to pioneer further, and endeavor to improve what may be said
to be substantive law, this to meet conditions as they arose from time
t.0 time in so far as our powers were not restricted by the constitution.
We still regara ourselves as pioneers. I hope the day will never arrive
when the people of this countiy in whatever effort they may be engaged
will cease to be pioneers, in the sense that we must ¿o forward. But
in our zeal to pioneer, we must not discard the balance wheels of
progress. To illustrate:
We ofttimes hear tliose who express themselves with all sincerity
that we should eliminate the socalled conseivatiTes, and yet wo know
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the conservative man is essential and necessary for a proper balance
wheel. Again, we find others who would eliminate the so-cailpd radical,
and yet the reasonably minded, so-ealled, radical is an essential and
uecessary factor to pave the way, theoretically, if you please. We need
botli as a balance wheel, the practical, workable fellow, and his radical
friends, to go along with the entire wheels of progress to success.
We ofttimes find condemnation of this and that and the other fellow.
I know not what the individual feeling of each member of this organi-
zatiou may be, but I believe I speak the true sentiments of those who
believe in American institutions, that we invite free expresión, be it
rarlical or conservative. And however so-ealled radical it may be or
so-called conservative, we are ready, able, and wUling to listen and learn
so long aa they stay away from advocating force.
Whenever a man steps forward and says he desires to tear down our
institutions by force, then toleration ceases to be a virtue. Utilize the
power of persuasion and reason. I t is our duty to be tolerant, listen and
learn. But whenever one advocates force to destroy our institutions, it
is our dnty to stand forth and protect our institiitiona in order that
we may, as in the past, benefit from onr experience. As the old French
philosopher said " I do not endorse your theory or philosophy, but I stand
ready to give my life to protect you in the right to express your views
and by the process of reasoning influence others to agree with you."
That is the true philosophy of our Ameriean institutions as we under-
Btand it.
Although we are eonfronted with the unacceptable views which we
believe hark back to days when human rights were ignored, let us not be-
come discouraged in well doing. The remedy for the political ills de-
pend primarily upon our efforts to keep aloft the illuminating principles
which accounts for our success. "That government derives its just
powers from the consent of the governed" means tbat a government, of
whatever kind or cbaracter it may be, has no rights or power to confer
upon a people except the power and duty to protect the individual in
the exercise of Ms inherent natural rights and at the same time so
regulate the exercise of such rights with the view to prevent unreasonable
interference in tbe exercise of such rights. We should urge that this
fundamental doctrine be taught in our every day schools and colleges and
preached from the public forum. I t is not sufficient to say we are
blessed by having a representative form of government. We njnst go
further and explain why and what we mean, namely that government
has nothing to give but much to protect, and thereby explode the fallacy
of depending upon government to give that which it does not have and
in the very nature of things cannot- possess, natural rights. I would
have the mothers of onr land incorporate these fundamental doctrines
in their lullabies to their babes in order that the boy and girl may grow
up in the atmosphere of human liberty, the basis of the philosophy of
our sovernment.
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No one pretends that we are perfect, but we do say that n people can
rise no higher than the opportunity afforded to bring up our citizenship
to a good strong level of sanity, reason and the dealing out of justice.
There are times in our pioneering we may go astray, and I waa very
much pleased to heßr the Governor say that mechanically there haa
been some progress in the legislative halls by way of voting, and yet
the touching of that button must Tiecessarily eome from a clear con-
acieiice, which represents the ground work and the essential necessitiea
of a legislative body.
Touching the button to record the legislator's vote very materially aids
in saving timo and removes a very tiresome irritating factor, thereby
aiding and permiting reason to prevail.
And again we have improvements in other pioneering methods, for
I see by the paper one of our eminent citizens reportecl that he woulâ
be late in arriving at the office because, forsooth, liis wife was very
slow in moving the snow. We were more than pleased, as an association
of individuals, to know that our brother was still pioneering. The
problem with most of us, how he succeeded in obtaining movement at
all. Our difficulties lie in obtaining the movement towards the shovel.
The slowness comes primarily in a failure to find the Bhovel, not BO
much the movements after^vard^, And so I am more than pleased to
know we are still pioneering.
And let us keep on pioneering. We have many problems to solve
that can only be solved by reason. Probably slow but safe. We are
somewhat akin to the inventor. The new project is started with all
manner and means of gadgets, but the practical man comes nlong and
takes out a wheel here and a journal there and a little tldng yonder,
with the result that we have a practieal workable mechanism. And ao
it is in legislative affairs.
I speak from experience of that which is always with me day and
night. Those of us who took part in fashioning the so-called workmen's
compensation law discovered afterwards a number of gadgets that were
wholly unnecessarj-, practically valueless, and along with some assistance
we eliminated that, this and the other that was non-essential, until,
placed in the hands of practical men, such as Qovemor Garst and our
blessed Senator Funk, there was baUt a sound foundation. Those who
took part in the enactment of that act feel very proud of our success in
furnishing the material out of which those splendid meu laid the
foundation. We are now reaping the benefit from their effort,
I sincerely trust, as I believe we will, and as I feel justified in promis-
ing the Governor, ihat while as an organization, or as individuals, we are
without power to say what shall or shall not be done, we stül retain the
power of expression and wiU make our voice heard and our theories
known to aid and assist our successors in office and that our successors
will go along pioneering.
But at the same time let us keep in mind that it is essential aud
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necessary in government as in business and everything else to keep our
feet well and solidly planted on the ground in order that whatever we
do will ultimately be practical.
Now, diverting, not that we desire to impose our views upon tbe
Governor, because it is only in the way of a suggestion. We appreciate
the fact—every citizen does—that the business of the state is more or
less hampered by reason of the various departments located here, there
and yonder—no one ia to blame, because our state government is
somewhat like Topsy—it was not born so much as it just grew—and more
or less patch upon patch, because we were compelled to meet the situa-
tions with which we were confronted at the time they arose.
Everbody recognizes some relief from this predicament must be af-
forded, i s an individual, and I believe I speak the Bentiments of
thia body, relief must necessarily be within our means to relieve the
situation and I offer the suggestion that we start at the east side of
the capitol and build wings three or four stories high, north and south
back to Thirteenth Street, in order that we may have our various depart-
ments together.
I would not say that this was entirely original with me. Far from it.
It was my privilege and pleasure of recent date to have attended an
international convention of Industrial Commissioners in West Virginia.
There I discovered the capitol of West Virginia with two winga such
as I have described running back about two blocks, with all of the
departments closely together.
Somebody may complain from an architectural point of view. I am
unable to see wherein that is a reasonable objection. I t may appear at
first thought to throw the appearance of the capitol out of balance,
but I believe buildings of that kind can be so framed and arranged in
architectural beauty that it will harmonize with the capitol building and
will very materially save in cost and expense in the way of rental and
at a relatively li>w cost of construction. But by all means get our
departments together.
These, of course, are suggestions. We introduce the evidence for
what it is worth.
Now I believe I have said all I ehould, not anything near all that
I would care to say. I will say this, however, that I well remember in
my days as a neophyte member of the Senate how we were kept along
the straight and narrow path by a Secretary who is now our Governor.
I know that he realizes my weakness that when wound up it is moat
difficult to stop, and especially if talking about the workmen's compen-
sation law.
1 want to thank you, and again thank the Governor, not alone for hia
presence but for his genial words of welcome.
President John C. DeMar then delivered his presidental
address as follows :
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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS
The Pioneer Lawmakers' Association is one of the old institutions of
Iowa, organized as it was in 1888, 51 years ago. Its youngest members
of that date wore in the thick of it three years after the close of the
Civil War, and some of its members reached back in service to the
very beginning of our statehood. Once every two years since that
early date we have met in session, and now are having our 2Gth biennial
meeting. A review of our proceedings and a list of the names of those
who have attended our meeting would show a pretty complete roster
of the men responsible for the upbuilding and the progress of the State
of Iowa.
As best it can be determined from onr records, there are 38.3 living
today who are entitled to membership in our association. This ia a
surprisingly small number when it is considered that we draw from a
group consisting of 158 in number eaeh current general assembly, to
which are added all state officers, executive and judicial, but 20 yeara'
time laya a heavj' bnrden on the heads of men already fully grown. Of
the members of the legislature meeting in 1919 who are now eligible to
membership for the first time, but 36 aro living. Of the 383 eligible to
membership, we have but a handful here today. Age and infirmity hold
some of us close to our fireside and failure of plans to properly materi-
alize keeps some of our noses close to the grindstone, others have un-
wittingly left Iowa. It is well that some of us, in spite of handicaps
find time to meet at these happy but infrequent sessions.
My first knowledge that there was such an association was when its
members, upon invitation of the 31st general assembly, visited our
joint session. This was in 1906. The members seomed to me then
well advanced in years—strange how much younger they seem today.
Their sessions at that time lasted over a period of two days. Automobiles
were not then owned by everyone and roads were roiigh in the winter
time, so that men did not undertake to come to Des Moines and return
all in one day. With them at that time was a Mrs. Cheek of Des
Moines, who was introduced as a member by adoption and who aang
an echo song. My next contact with the association was as a member of
the 32nd general assembly when to me was assigned the role of giving
the address of welcome to the visiting members on behalf of the House of
Representatives.
Tlie speakers at those two sessions gave expression to the thought
that they were the pioneers in lawmaking; that they charted the course
for all future lawmakers in Iowa to follow; that the work then being
done and to be done was but picking up the loose ends and carrying
through policifis already established by those pioneers, onr predecessors.
At that time this view appeared rather plausible. We then had that
whole body of statutory law embodied in the Iowa Code which seemed
rather complete. It did not appear proper that we should at a future
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time, whether fixed at 20 years or not, be classed as pione>crs in law-
making. But now, after 20, or 25, or 30, or 35, or 40 years, depending
upon the time of our service, we have become pioneer lawmakers and we
in our turn handed down to our successors that same code with the
additions and eliminations for which we were responsible.
Viewed from a distance we see a little clearer the place our work iis
legislators fits into the scheme of things. Perhaps in its entirety the
work of our session was not quite as important as it then seemed, but
much of it now appears to have a rather permanent place in the body
of our laws. The code of laws is not basically the work of any one
session, or a limited number of legislative sessions. Rather each body of
lawmakers lias put a stone, or a few stones, into the structure and eaeh
one has been responsible for some stones that did not fit and had to be
removed and for some trim that has gone out of style and had to be
torn away. We in our turn were just as truly pioneers as were our
predecessors, and the legislature today is no less a pioneer body of law-
makers charting the course in some direction for its successors.
If we take credit only for those statutes that remain permanently
useful, the value of our service is too much minimized. Law making
is not so exact a science that all the facts being known the proper law
to fit the situation can be framed. After all it is men and women that
are to be governed by the laws we enact and their response and reactiona
can not always be known iu advance. The making of laws has to be
by the method of trial and error to a large degree. That at least will
excuse some of our mistakes and that is pioneering in law making. We
may have helped along the advancement in government quite as much
by discovering what will not work, as by learning what will.
The body of our laws can not become fixed and settled. We often
hear it remarked that the one speaking wishes the legislature would
adjourn and not reconvene for 20 years. This is not possible and it
is so because of the rapidity with which conditions change. When I
was first elected to the legislature it was with very definite instructions
from the voters generally that our county, Davis, was to be let alone m
its government, and there was to be the minimum of interference from
state authorities. There was then a movement for a state constabulary
to enforce the laws governing the sale of intoxicating liquors. Davis
county had not permitted a saloon in its borders since I can remember
and was definitely against the sale of liquor, yet it wanted no state
agents interferring. Now we have state agentB under the governor's
direction, under the attorney general, under the secretary of agriculture,
under the secretary of state, under the motor vehicle department, under
the commerce commission, etc., all traversing the state and necessary
by reason of changed conditions.
Another matter in which the voters in my county requested to be
let alone was in the control and maintenance of highways. A move-
ment was then on to center this control in a state agency. Davis
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county would hava none of it. Juet then northern Iowa with its de-
posits of gravel was developing an all-season highway and southern Iowa
with no such deposits did not want the burden of graveling fastened on
it by a state control. Since then we have seen the advent of paved
highways, with southern Iowa taking the lead because northern Iowa
did not want to see its investment in gravel roads written off. This
change in attitude was due to the necessity of good roads to accom-
modate faster moving vehicles, and so it is that changed conditions
change the attitude of the public and demand new laws.
I listened a few years ago to a lecture given in Des Moines by Dr. 8.
P. Grace of the Bell Laboratories. For two hours he entertained and
thrilled his large audience, relating to them developments in sound trans-
mission. What he explained was the result of the most intense scien-
tific research along that line, yet in a manner perfectly undi>rstandable
to his audience. Ho demonstrated the use of an instrument that en-
abled a man without vocal chords to speaks articulately. He slipped
a small disc in his breast pocket that resulted in amplifying his voice
many times. He demonstrated how his voice was transmitted by electric
impulsefe to New York and back again in a flash but the sounds so
garbled as to be unintelligible, then by straining the impulses through
a mechanism, the words became articulate and clear. This two hours'
demonstration pertaining to improvements perfected and in process in
one industry alone.
Those of you who visited the Chicago fair may have seen the House
of Magic, a demonstration by the General Electric Company of trans-
mission of light aud power. Many of the things there shown appeared
unbelievable and a few years ago could not even have been imagined.
Doors were opened by the interception of a beam of light as you ap-
proached; power was set in motion that opened garage doors by the
beam of light from your headlights.
In my youth telephones were known, but a wire stning between
Drakesville and Bloomfield was so in advance of the needs of the times
that the company owning tlie line did not take the trouble to repair the
damage of wires broken by sleet and the farmers along the line used the
wire for riders on hay stacks. So the radio, that gives the market
quotation in time to load our livestock in trucks and reach the Chicago
market the next morning, haa created new problems. The automobile that
movea at 70 miles an hour and meets another coming at the same rate on
a ribbon of concrete gives us something to think about and the neces-
sity for new lawn. The airplane, the diesel engine, the steam Bhovel,
the corn husker, the cotton picker, the factory machine that does the
work of 100 men all create new problems. I stood two blocks from
this building and saw one man sitting on a platform operating a steam
shovel that weighed a ton, throwing its many sharp pointed edges into
street paving that was being torn up, loading it into trucks a ton or
more at a time, doing the work of 50 men. Thus has been created
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problems of unemployment, old age pension, relief that our legislatures
must deal with and solve if they can. New problems demand new aolti-
tions, and thus we have the pioneer lawmaker of today.
The problems confronting the early pioneer in lawmaking were simple.
Our population was largely rural and our industries, such as we had,
were simple. Society in all its phases becomes more complex from age
to age. Fifty years ago our people expected little from their govern-
ment in the way of service. Now we demand and have hard surfaced
roads, inspection of meats, milk and other food stuffs, inspection of
restaurants and hotels, public airports, improved day schools for the
childi-en and night sehools for the adtiHs, someone to make us drive
safely on the highways and to bring us gasoline or tires if we need them
between stations, pensions for the aged where sons and daughters here-
tofore bore the bnrdpn, public foiiims, and public toilets, public parks,
public swimming pools, and public gnlf links. With all the increase in
government service, taxes have mounted. New sources of revenue are
fotmd and at first are added as a substitute tax. They soon become an
added tax and the public that pays demanda something more for its
money, and thus the circle goes on. Legislatures are not anxious to
levy new taxes but are driven, to do so by public demands. Mr. Consumer
and Mr. Property Owner complain of the tax hnrden and vote for the
next bond issue that is put to a vote. The task of the modern legislator
is not easy.
With the increase of functions of government, the army of government
employees grows in size. New commissions and departments are added
which from time to time demand re-organization and consoliaïi.tiona,
something for greater efficiency and to spread tho tax dollar a bit fur-
ther. It is fortunate if our legislators do not lose sight of the bigger
problems in doinff this. When reorganization is sought for the purpose of
stripping an unwanted public official of power vested in him by statute,
instead of letting the public correct the error, if it was an error, at the
next election, the legislature is losing its opportunity. When reorganiza-
tion is done simply to undo the work of predecessors for political ad-
vantage, or when it is for the purpose of terminating terms of service
of public officials that can not otherwise be terminated forthwith, it
is likewise pursuing a foolish course. There is no virtue in change for
the sake of a change, either of policies or of agents by which government
fnneitons are performed. So in all the maze of new problems confront-
ing current legislators it is hoped it will be given to them to see the big
problems that need solution and that in looking through the forest they
will not get lost in the underbrush.
I find that a review of session laws of the 31st and 32ud general
assemblies, the ones in which I served, is of interest. It tells the story
of progress and was somewhat surprising on account of the few laws
that were of permanent value. You will find such a review of your
legislative period of interest. We in the .31st general assembly passed
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a law to encourage and pay for the use of the road drag and much was
heard in those days of King road drag. We eliminated a part of the
road tax of him who used wagons with tires at least three inches wide.
We removed the circle from the ballot. Since then the circle has been
put back on and the present legislature has a bill pending to take it
off again. "Wa took free passes for railroad transportation from public
officers, candidates for public office and delegates to political conven-
tions. In the 32nd general assembly we took such passes from all persons
except railroad employees and a few others. We appropriated for the
attorney general's office $1SOO for a first assistant, $900 for a stenogra-
pher and $1200 for additional assistants and contingencies, a total of
$3900 pc-r annum. The laat biennial period that office had an annual
sum of $104,000 in addition to the salary of the attorney general. We
appropriated for the railroad commission annually $1200 for a clerk,
$000 for a stenogiapher and $600 for extra help, a total of $2700. Thfi
last biennial period the commission has had, in addition to the salaries
of the commissioners, the annual sum of $46,600 and the percentage of
fees collected, amounting to $90,000 per year.
The 32nd general assembly passed a law providing for the commission
form of city government as a cure for existing city government ills.
The evils of this form of city government were recently reviewed in a
campaign of this city by supporters of the city manager plan. We pass-
ed the primary law and the two cent passenger fare law; we provided
for the indeterminate sentence for criminals. We passed a law limiting
the size of firecrackers, known to the pages in the ITouse and Senate aa
the ' ' awful bill. ' ' Its author was Representative Off il of Jasper
County. We passed a law giving to operators of common carrier motor
vehicles on specially constructed concrete trackways the same rights and
privileges applicable to steam railways.
Shortly prior to these sessions the legislature did conscientious work
in setting up a body of laws providing for the establishment of drain-
age districts to bring about the drainage of surface water from Iowa.
These laws were strengthened and improved by the 31st and 32nd and
succeeding assemblies. Much was accomplished under this law. For
the past few years and for the future we wUl be securing funds from
whatever source available to put water back on Iowa's surface. So far
we have built 18 artificial lakes in Iowa.
The ¿i2nd general assembly passed the primary election law. It seem-
ed a good piece of legislation. Davis county was situated in a part of
Iowa known as the "reservation." It was claimed this territory, tho
limits of which were indefinite, was controlled politically by a certain
railroad and it was to break this domination and to overcome other bad
influences surrounding conventions that the law was passed. It may
have served the purpose for which it wHs intended. It has been realized,
however, that it does not result in an intelligent choice of candidates for
office. Twice in very recent years candidates have been chosen under
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that law for very high state office whose withdrawal party managers
realized must be secured at all hazards, and withdrawal was secured. A
system that permits such results should be changed. It is safe to say
that not more than five per cent of those voting at the primary have
such information about candidates generally for whom they vote as to
permit their making an intelligent choice. Rotation of names on the
ballot was soon made necessary when it was discovered that position
rather than choice determined the selection. Like Mark Twain's com-
ment on the weather, "Everybody complains but nobody does any-
thing about i t . "
At times in the past, effort has been made to set up a legislative
bureau. This bureau, with proper personnel, should devote its entir«
time in preparing for the legislature material that it will need. As
matters arise in which Iowa may be interested in the enactment of new
laws, such bureau should gather all facts relating to the subjects and
make them available in concise form to members of tho legislature. As
to such subjects, the bureau should gather information from other states
as to their method of dealing with the subjects and the results they
have had. Its personnel should have someone competent to pass upon
the legality of such legislation and someone possessed of skill in framing
bills for passage. All bills prepared for introduction should pass through
the hands of this bureau before being introduced, in order that apparent
defects may be eliminated. Such a hurrau has never been estabii.shed in
Iowa. Our state library gathers such information as may be useful to
the legi.slature as an incident of its general fnnctions, but that is not
Bufficient. We now have two young men employed only for the duration
of the session, one a lawyer and one having training in the formulation
of laws, but they have no opportunity to prepare in advance and can
render but limited service. It is surprising that our législatures, consti-
tuted as they are, most of the members without former legislative ex-
perience, do as well as they in fact do in drafting bills to accomplish
given ends. The expense of such a bureau to do research work and to
furnish advice and assistance would save the state mnch more than the
cost and would save much litigation made noccsaary by reason of am-
biguous wording in our newly made laws. You have but to nm through
the bills of any particular session to see the need for such bureau. Per-
haps some pioneering will yet be done along that line.
President DeMar appointed as members of the Committee
on Nomination ol: Offieers, George M. Titus, John T. Clark-
son, Ray P. Seott, and Emory H. English, who were asked
to report before the noon adjournment.
The assoeiation than joined with the State Department of
History and Archives in the installation of five oil portraits
of former state officials. The ehair was assumed by the
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Curator, O. E. Klingaman, who spoke briefly of the reasons
for pride the state might justifiably have in its portrait gal-
lery, noting that Iowa was one of the few states of the Union
which have thus preserved portraits of its public servants.
The Curator called attention to the obvious fact that lack of
adequate wall space remaining would make possible the hang-
ing of only a few of the additional ascessions desired. The
attention of the members of the Pioneer Lawmakers Associa-
tion was also ealled to tho need of fuuds for adequately earing
for those portraits now hung or stored by the department.
The speakers presenting each of tlie portraits were then in-
troduced by the Curator. The short addresses of presentation
follow :
UNITED STATES SENATOR DANIEL F. STECK
BY FRANK F . Mn-ES
I consider it an honor to be invited to come here today to speak on ¡i
program under the auspices of this organization. I consider it a real
privilege to say a few words about the distinguished gentleman whose
portrait I am to present.
Senator Daniel F. Steck, is a native Iowan. He was born in Ottumwa
on thf! 16th of December, 1881, the son of a pioneer lawyer, A. C. Steck.
The Senator was educated in the Ottumwa schools, then went to the Uni-
versity of Iowa to study law. He was a good student, and he won some-
thing more than statewide fame, they tell me, by his ability as an oars-
man, which, I suppose, qualified him to paddle his own cano'* as well
as he has in his manhood.
He entered the practice of law after leaving the State University of
Iowa and continued to practice until the spring of 1917. At that time
Senator Stwk was several ycaTs past what we then considered maximum
military age, 31 years. He was well along in the thirties, but he waa
BO moved by the world wide situation which then existed that he as-
sembled a group of young men from Ottumwa and nearby towns who
went to Eddyville from time to time for military drill. When they
started they didn't have military equipment but used broomsticks.
Soon after this country entered the war the Senator's company was
taken into the American militaiy service. It was sent to the 34th
Division and spent some time at Camp Cody in New Mexico, In the
fall of 1918 as a part of the o4th Di\'ision it went overseas. Over there
Senator Steck proved to be a splendid soldier and was commissioned a
Captain.
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Shortly after his l-eturn to Iowa to re-enter the practice of law, the
American Legion was orcranized, and he became a charter member. The
basis of the American Le.çfion appealed to him because he believed in
the spirit of Amoriciina all. Early in the organization he was made a
member of the national Executive Committee of the American Legion—
the Iowa representative. Then he was placed on the National Legislative
Committee of the American Legion, of which he was at one time chair-
man.
Dan Steck has always been quiet, never spectacular, but always doing
things. I as one in position to know, may say to you people that prob-
ably no man in America has had more to do with the writing and the
putting through of legislation in the national Congress providing for the
compensation, relief, rehabilitation and economic justice for victims of
the World War than had Dan Steck.
In 1921 we made him the second Iowa Department Commander of The
American Legion. He toured up and down the state, quietly, yea, but
always carrying a real message of Americanism.
In the spring of 1924 a few of us service men were assembled in a
room in the Blackhawk Ilotel at Davenport, during the Democratic State
convention there. We were talking about candidates, someone to lead
the forlorn hope of the Democratic party for United States Senator,
and we decided that a service man should be the leader. We chose Dan
Steck. I was selected to go to a convention caucus to be held on the
mezzanine floor of the Blackliawk Hotel that evening, and to speak in
behalf of our man. We got him into the race and got his papers signed,
and he won the party nomination in the primary.
In the summer of 1924 we still thought he was leading a forlorn hope.
But he went up and down the state delivering speeches—one day making
as many as nine. What he did that summer has always been a source
of inspiration to me. I don't believe that Dan in his heart thought
there was a chance of his being elected. A lot of others working for
him didn't think so. But he was carrying the banner of his party, and
he gave it everything he had, with the result that in September of that
year, when his opponent helped to kick open the door of opportunity in
the political situation which existed then. Senator Steck stepped through
that door and was elected; he won because he had made such a fine im-
pression on the people of Iowa.
There was a contest for a couple of years, but he was seated. During
the time he was in the Senate he was popular. I have been told that
by Senators who were there with him. He was never radical, never
reactionary. He was progressive and conservative, and if you will look
over the record of his votes you will find that he was always thoroughly
sound.
In 1930 when he ran for re-election he ran 120,000 votes ahead of the
rest of the state ticket, but was defeated by Senator Dickinson. He then
returned to the private practice of law, and in 1933 wag made a Special
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Assistant to the Attorney General of the United States, which position
he still holds.
Now at the age of 57, Senator Steck is atill young as men go, and
haa many years of useful service before him. Without any fanfare,
without any blaring of bands, always quiet but always determined, always
of great efficiency and service to his country, he has had a splendid
career. He has endeared himself to the servico men of America. He
was a good Senator, He is today a true public servant. And in the
years he has ahead of him, with his experience and vision, I am sure
that he will render much more of service to our God and to our coun-
try and to our glorious state.
UNITED STATES SENATOR CHARLES A. RAWSON
BY EOBEBT J . BANNISTER
It is a pleasure to me to be allowed to come here to present a portrait
of my longtime friend, Charles Bawson, It seems to me that perhaps
a short sketch of his life might be appropriate.
CHARLES A. RAWSON was born in Des Moines, May 27, 1869,
the son of A. Y. Rawson, a native of Vermont, ono of Dos Moines'
pioneer merchants. He was educated in the public schools, grad-
uated from West High School, after which he entered Grinnell
College and graduated from that institution. After leaving col-
lege, he beeame connected with the Iowa Pipe and Tile Company,
and he continued in the brick and tile business throughout the
remainder of his life. In 1900 occurred the marriage of Mr.
Rawson and Miss Carrie Hubbard, a datighter of Dr. Hubbard,
of Des Moines. He was always interested in public affairs. Ho
was a staunch Republican and was chairman of the Republican
State Central Committee from 1912 to 1922. On February 25,
1922, he was appointed United States Senator from Iowa by Gov-
ernor Nate Kendall to succeed the Honorable William S. Kenyon,
resigned. Senator Rawson served in the United States Senate until
December 2, 1922. Ho was elected Republican National Commit-
teeman from Iowa in 1924, and served in that capacity until
1932. He died in Dos Moines, Iowa, on September 2, 1936, in
the house which was his birthplace, at No. 723 West Fourth Street.
In spite of the long and very distinguished Bervice which Charlie
Rawson gave to his party, which length of service as chairman of the
Republican State Central Committee and as National Comniitteeman I
believe has been equalled by no man in this state to my knowledge—in
spite of that, the thing which everyone thinks of who knew Charlia
Rawson is not his ability as a political leader, which was much above
the average, nor his ability as a business man, though he conducted a
large business with signal success for many years, and eonducted it so
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well that that bnsiness is still in successful ami prosperous operation by
the members of his family.
No, it is not his business ability that was the cardinal, shining point
in the character and life of Charlie Rawson. It Was his tremendous
capacity for fripndship. Until the last few years, when sickness began
to take its toll, there was no one that it was more of a pleasure to meet
than Charlie Rawson, because he always met you with a smile. He
never was out of patience or short of time.
During the first years that I knew him lie constantly spent a great
deal of time in connection with fírinnrll College, not only out of love
for his alma mater but bfcausp of the fact that ho always had from
one to six or oiglit young men there that he was either entirely paying
their way or helping to pay their way through school. I suppose there
are no records on that subject, but Charlie was the champion about
helping boys through college. That was one of his great friendships.
He had friendship for young men. I have been with him when, after
a long and arduous day, he would sit down and write letters to two or
more of these boys before rptirin^. He had time to do those things.
He was a great Inisinesn man ; he was a great servant of thn party to
which he gave his allrgiance; he was a very puhlic spirited citizmi ;
but above all, ladies and gentlemen, I give you Chailie Rawson, the
great citizen and the great friend.
JUSTICE BYRON W. PRKSTON
BEN J . GIBSON
The hall in which we ajp gathered is moat surely Iowa's "Hall of
Honor." Upon its walls hang the portraits of men and women who
have distinguished thcniselves and their State by notable and worthy
service. It may be that all of those who deserve the honor of having
their portraits hung here are not so honored, but be that as it may, we
may tmthfully say that the life stories of those who have been so honor-
ed reflect a true cross section of the history of Iowa. They lived and
they served. They were and aro instrumental in a large part in the
development of a state, the greatness and glory of which is tho pHde
of its every citizen.
It is, indeed, an honor for any citizen of tho state, however great his
service, to have his or her portrait join those now adorning these walls.
It is jui honor which must be earned and, in turn, recognized. In pre-
senting the portrait I am about to present, I believe I may truthfully
say that the recognition which has been given to Mr. .Justice Byron
Webpter Preston has been earned by long and distinguished service to
his state and to its people.
Ho was born near Newton, Iowa, on February 13, 1858, and died at
Oskaloosa, Iowa on January 18, lö.'iO. He lived a lifetime within the
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borders of Iowa. It was here that in major part he was educated. In
1916 his Alma Mater, Grinnell College, conferred upon him for dis-
tinguished service, the degree of L.L.D. He was succe.ssivply, lawyer,
District Judge, and Judge of the Supreme Court of Iowa. In hia pri-
vate life and in his public service he served well.
May I, therefore, say to you, and to the people of Iowa, that it is a
rare privilege for me to present to you and to those honored ones, living
and dead, who here reflect the glory of lowa^a portrait of Byron
Webster Preston.
In the stead of C. N. Jepson, who was unable to be present
at the meeting, Ora Williams delivered the speech presenting
the portrait of U. S. Senator Lester J. Diekinson as follows:
UNITED STATES SENATOR LESTER J. DICKINSON
BY ORA "WILLIAMS
I fancy that sometime somebody wiser than ourselves will paint a
composite portrait of the typical man of Iowa, and take for hia model
perhaps a hundred of those who have served this State. I am sure that
when that is done the composite portrait will have resemblance to some
of these men whose portraits are before UB. They are typical Iowa
people. The one whose likeness is here [Senator Dickinson] is a typical
Iowan.
It is a pleasure to me to dedicate and offer this fine portrait of Sen
ator Dickinson. It is not always safe to make very much eulogy of u
man who has not yet finished or closed his career. He may go wroug.
So far this man has always gone right. He ia young, but it is quite
safe te guarantee his future.
I hope there will not be at this meeting of the Pioneer Lawmakers
association any such tragic event as that which occurred at the first
one. The Association had met, not in this building for it was not then
built, but in an opera house down town, Foster's Opera House, and tho
members had gone by invitation to the hall of the House of Representa-
tives. As part of a very fine program, a distinguished ex-meniber, then
living in Nebraska, Judge James L. Mitchell, of Fremont, who had been
a member of the Ninth Iowa General Assembly, had been called to
speak. He spoke for a few minutes pleasantly and clearly of his recol-
lections.
Then he faltered, turned pale, and fell into the arms of a friend.
The legislature arranged a special funeral. It was a tnily tragic inci-
dent.
It ought to be said hexe, perhaps, unless someone elBe has it in mind,
that we who are interested in these reunions, never come without a
sense of gratitude to the founder of this Historical Department and
organizer of the Pioneer Lawmakers Association. He laid a good found-
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ation for this gallerj' of portraits. Here are the faces of many who are
of the hosts of makers of Iowa. T am tempted to give anecdotes of
many of them from personal recollection, Mr. Aldrich started a work
here that will continue perhaps for all time to the credit of Iowa; and it
is a compelling duty of this generation to see that the work goos on aa
planned.
But I am commissioned to speak briefly of Senator Leater J. Dickin-
son. I said a moment ago that he probably is a typical Iowan, Ho
was bom in Lucas County, in southern Iowa, not very far from where
the coal mine tops were smoking. He got a little schooling in the neigh-
borhood. They do good work in the one-room rural schools. He went
to Cornel] College, a tj^ical Iowa college, where he learned his Latin
and logic. Ho took his degree of LL.E. at our splendid State university.
Then he looked about for a place to begin the practice of law. He
journeyed out across the wide open spaces of northern Iowa where the
jack rabbits were still running races and the bob whites were calling
to morning labors. There in Algona, in Kossuth County, he located,
.practiced his profession and made a success.
Could anything be more typical of Iowaî But ho went on. He married
a girl who was a prairie product, and established a family in Algona,
a typical Iowa city. About that time he did what almost every wide
awake Iowan does, he took a hand in polities, acted as committeemar
of his party and went to conventions. It wasn't very long until he got
into public service first as comity attorney. In due time, some twenty
years ago, he went to Congress to represent a very large and prosperous
district. Aftov twelve years in the lower house he was eleeted to the
United States Senate in 1930, where he served with distinction and ably
represented his state. He has so commended himself to the home folks
that they recommended him for a place on the national ticket of his
party. As a public speaker he attained high rank. Although it is too
early to make final appraisal of his service to his party and his State,
we do know that wherever he has heen placed he has faithfiilly and
honestly ñilfillcd his duty.
The period of his eighteen years service at Washington will go down in
history as one of the troublous times of America. It was an era filled
with much history-in-the-making. It called for reconstruction and re-
organization after t!ie wrcokagt' of tho World War. Most of the prob-
lems of that time, and of the years that followed evpu to the present
time, are traceable to the conflict tbat cndixl just as Senator Dickln.son
was taking his place in the national picture. It involved all tho various
phases of the tariff, of finance, of foreign affairs, of agriculture, of
national economy, in fact everything that passed through Congress and
its conimitteea. Yon may depend upon it that Senator Dickinson was
active and vigorou.'*, a staunch defender of what he believed to be right
and a hard hitter at all that he deemed error. In that period of making
things over he was a useful man.
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When Lester Dickinson entered Congress in 1919, Woodrow Wilson
was still wrestling with a few of the problems concerning what we as
a country should do about affairs in Europe. He remained active in
national affairs until that time when a great Iowan, another native of
this State, went to the White House and called into his cabinet two other
native born Iowans and had in that same official family another who
held diploma from tlie Iowa State university. The time of the Senator
in active official life was notable for much that will long be remember-
ed in American history.
It can be said further of Senator Dickinson that although he is just
in the prime of life he lias had an active and interesting career. He
took on the burdens and responsibilities of public life alnio.'st at the
beginning of his practice of law. He was a servant, yet a leader, a
standard bearer. At all times he was of and for Iowa and for the
American way of life and thinking. Every day he was loyal to Iowa.
He had strong convictions and he was always fearless in expr^sing
them. He gave hard blows. He did not wince in a fight. Wherever
he was, there something was going on, something doing.
At this time and in this place I can only give a very imperfect out-
line of the story of Senator Dickinson's activities and achievements in
public life. WHien the gaps are filled and the narrative rounded out
with truthful details at the hand of some more capable biographer,
Iowa people will speak their approval of his life and work. Let it be
recorded here that where Senator Dickinson was in a place of responsi-
bility or trust, in an>-thing and everything he had to do that related to
the public service, he always kopt in mind that first and above all else he
was an American. Then he never forgot nor neglected his loyalty to
hia own beloved homeland of Iowa.
It is a pleasure to me to introduce Senator Dickinson to this notable
gallery of the great men of Iowa.
. JUSTICE FREDERICK F. FAVILLE
BY TBUMAN S. STEVENS
It is here in this beautiful gallery that Iowa, appreciative of the
services and sacrifices made in her behalf, has preserved for all time
the faces of its great leaders, executive, legislative and judicial. Not
only do these wonderful portraits preserve the likeness of those who
have with such g;reat distinction served the commonwealth, but with
equal distinctness they tell the sublime and inspiring story of Iowa's
birth, maturity and achievements.
Pioneers, leaders in the ever-changing and expanding development
and progress of our institutions, they in silent voices tell the story of
Iowa, its institutions, its moral, spiritual and social progrès.?. Year
by year new faces are added. This custom will no doubt continue so
long as the commonwealth survives.
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I would speak with equal emphasis of the great leaders in each of
the respective departments of the government. But ou this occasion I
must limit what I have to say in large measure to tho judiciary. Gov-
ernment by equally empowered but separated departments is confined
almost exclusively to our own system. The history of 150 years attests
the soundness of the vision and the wisdom of the fathers.
The judicial department of the government is essentially different
from that of the executive or legislative. It is the duty of the legis-
lative to enact laws and of the judiciary to interpret and give them
effect. Statutory law, although extensive and broad in its scope, is
indeed a small part of our great legal system. The common law of
England in the beginning became a part of it. It is interpreted by the
courts historically and in haimony with the progresa of our modern
soeiety.
The three departments of government, co-ordinate their efforts and
together the laws and institutions of the commonwealth are adminis-
tered. Speaking upon a recent occasion, the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court of the United States said :
We work in successful co-operation by being true, each depart-
ment to its own function, and all to the spirit which pervades our
institutions . . . . exalting the processes of reason, seeking through
the very limitations of power, the promotion of the wise uae of
power, and finding the ultimate security of life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness, and the promise of continued stability and
a rational progress, in the good sense of the American people.
The administration of justice must be based upon, and always within
the law. Law and justice are fundamental and control every judicial
act. It is in no sense the expression of human emotions or temperamental
conceptions of official duty. Wisdom, prudence, learning and iutegritj'
must find expression in the performance of judicial duty. Among the
first requisites of a great judge is a profound knowledge of the law;
not only of the law as expressed by the legislative fiat, but of the broad
fundamentals of the laws which have become an inseparable part of our
jurisprudence. The true interpretation of the law is by no means always
exclusively indicated by the cold letter of legal phrases, however elo-
quently or accurately they may be expressed. There exists in the realm
of jurisprudence that which judges and lawyers recognize as the spirit
of the law. It must never be overlooked. May I quote from a former
address a paragraph that seems to have meaning:
I think there is a viewpoint spiritual in its character peculiar
to the judiciary of the equality of human right and justice that
is bom of experience on the bench and that cannot be otherwise
attained. The power and functions of the court, the delicate
matters with which it deals, the nature of the controversies to
be decided, the sorrow, the tragedy of human life constantly près-
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sing forward for action have and must have their indubitable
effect upon the mental processes and enhance what I want to
call the spiritual understanding of the court. Tlds spiritual
understanding becomes a potential power in the individual and in
tbe court as a body.
On this occasion we honor another distinguished jurist who for 12
years occupied a position upon tho Supreme Bench of Iowa. Honorable
Frederick F. Faville began the practice of law in Iowa in the early
nineties and continued in that profession until January 1, 1EI21, when
his service as a Justice of the Supreme Court began.
I would not speak in fulsome praise of Judge Faville, but I feel that
I may, with porfect propriety, speak the truth. A graduate of one of
Iowa's great institutions of learning, and of the legal department of
the state university, he quickly won success and dialinction at the Ear,
becoming United States District Attorney for the Northeni District
of Iowa. In that capacity he served with great distinction and suc-
cess. His preparation for the Bench was obviously of the best. As a
trial lawyer he was a leader, and as a citizen, of the highest character.
Not only was he equipped in all the fundamentals that are essential
to the best and highest service in his profession, he was a man of pro-
found learning in the law and understanding of judicial power.
His opinions disclosed not only a knowledge of the law controlling the
controversy, but a full and wise comprehension of issues and facts, to-
gether with great ability of close analysis and accurate statement.
His opinions will live among the best in the history of the Supreme Court
of Iowa as clear and definite precedents for the future guidance of
the Bar.
He believed in the spiritufil qualities of the law and always sought to
administer it is such a way as to do not only justice to litigants but
also in proper appreciation and recognition of his duties and responsibili-
ties to the public. The position of the judge is unique. He is not only
called upon to settle and adjust disputes between citizens but to build
and equip, so far as possible, a sound system of jurispnidence. The
administration of justice by courts is a solemn diity, both in the light of
the issues involved and their relation to the publie welfare.
Judge Fa^-ille met with distinguished ability every duty and responsi-
bility of the judge, and in honoring him on this occasion he in turn
honors the State. He as a man and as a citizen was possessed of the
highest and noblest conceptions not only of official but of individual
duty. He loved the life of an advocate and was a great judge. A leader,
a man of Christian character, he is again engaged in the active practice
of his profession; again he has become a leader in that field. I have
no doubt that he will for many years in the future perfomi distinguished
and notable service not only to the Bar, but in the administration of
juBtice, and to the people of the State of Iowa.
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It is with great pleasure, Mr. Curator, that I tender to the Historical
Department the portrait of Justice Faville.
Miss Jessie M. Parker, Superintendent of Public Instruction,
accepted the portraits on behalf of the Board of Trustees of
the State Department of History and Archives with the fol-
lowing remarks :
It was my pleasure a few years ago to hear Professor Bice of the
State Teachers College describe a procession she had seen on a patriotie
occasion. I quote. She said: "The procession had been beautiful, but
just average. But all of a sudden I clasped the arm of a friend and said,
'Spartan hoplites!* Following these as they went marching down the
street came a beautiful float, and on that float we saw Phidias, Socrates,
Aristophanes, Plato, Aeschylus, and Euripides, the men that made
Greece famous. I t was the biggest thrill that I ever received from any
procession in my life."
As I heard Miss Rice tell of that experience I thought what a thrill
it must have been to thoae citizens of Greece who had come to this
country seeking a new home, and what a thrill it must have meant
to the boys and girls to realize the contribution that their race, the
pioneers of their lace, had been able to make to civilization.
The biggest change, I think, that has been made in onr histories is
the making of history human. We are glorifying not only the military
but the contributions of pioneers in every line—in law making, in
legislation, in medicine and things of that kind, and no word.s that I
could say would add anytliing to the beautiful portrait you have had
of the wonderful services and the varying services of the men represented
in these portraits.
As the great-granddaughter of one of the pioneer legislators, Zimri
Streeter, called "Old Blackhawk," who in the Civil War took the
BOldier vote at the front as representing the Iowa legislature, I con-
sider it an honor and a privilege to express the wish that the spirit of
service and friendship liore represented may be passed on to tliose for
whom they have made a bridge—the youth of tomorrow, and that this
spirit may be respected and preserved by the boys and girls.
And so it is my privilege on behalf of the Trustees of the Department
of History and Archives to accept these portraits and to express apprecia-
tion of the wonderful way in which they have been presented.
The gavel being returned to President DeMar, the following
hour was spent in listening to short talks of a reminiscent na-
ture made by Ray P. Scott, James B. Weaver, 0. A. Byington,
Frank S. Shaiikland, William G. Kcrr, John A. Storey, and
Frank J. Lund. George M. Titus retold his interesting story
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of the proof of Muscatine's greatness to the enjojTnent of all.
See Annals of Iowa, XIII, 48-50,
George M. Titus thon made the foUowinfj report on behalf
of the Committee on Nomination of Officers for the coming
biennium :
President, H. S. Van Alstine, Gilmore City
Viee president, Ray P. Seott, Marshalltown
Seeretary, Ora "Williams, Des Moines
Distriet vice presidents: First Di.striet, J. M. Broekway,
Muscatine; Seeond District, 0. A. Byinfiton, Iowa City; Third
Distriet, N. W. Beebe. H!imi)ton ; Fourth Di.'^ trict, H. J. Bisby,
Edi?ewood ; Fifth District, Edmond J. Bradley, Eldon ; Sixth
District, Ben J. Gibson, Des Moines; Seventh District, George
W. Van Camp, Greenfield ; Eighth Distriet, Jose])h H. Ander-
son, Thompson : Ninth District, C. N. Jepson, Sioux City.
Executive Committee, in addition to the President, Vice-
Prcsident and 5iecretary: Ti. F. Carroll, Des Moines, John C.
DeMar, Des Moines, John AV. Jacobs, Lake City, and R. G.
Clark, Des Moines.
The report was adopted and the gentlemen as listed above
were declared duly eleeted.
Adjournment was then made to the Cherry Tea Room for
the special luneheon for association memhers and their guests.
Following the luneheon the members assembled on the seeond
floor of the Capitol in preparation for the joint session of the
General Assemhly convened in their honor. At 2:00 o'clock
they were conducted to seats in the House Chamber. Lieu-
tenant Governor B. B. Hickenlooper, President of the Senate,
was in the chair. Speeches of welcome were made by Senator
Frank C. Byers, and by Representative Herman AY. AValter,
following whieh former state senator and former Attorney
General George Cosson delivered the address of the afternoon.
ADDRESS OF SENATOR FRANK C. BYERS
Mr. Prcptdent und Momber of the Pioneer Lawmakers Association:
It is an lionor and a privilege to be allowed to welcome the Iowa Pioneer
Lawmakers in behalf of the Senate.
There have been groat phanfjes in recent years. The day of the ox-
cart, covered wagon, even the horse and buggy are gone, and there are
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many new conditions arising which require legislative consideration and
regulation.
You laid the foundation of the laws of our state wisely and well,
and I presume you felt when the last session of your terms in the Legis-
lature ended and you had adjourned that the state had all the laws it
needed. You would have been correct if life had remained of the tempo
of those days but in this day of the radio, airplane, automobile and the
streamliner, the rule of life is change rather than stability, and it is to
meet this change with its increased complexity of human relations that
new enactments are constantly required.
But ono thing does not change, and that is human nature. The
Proverbs of Solomon are as true today as they wore three thousand years
ago. The human instincts and reactions depicted in the plays of Shake-
speare appeal as unerringly to human emotions today aa thej Öid three
hundred years ago.
Yet you realize as well as we that all c^ hange is not progress. I t is
still Irue as in the time of the Old Chronicler that we must 'Consider
well what is proposed and hold fast to that which is good. ' Though we
have thus far preserved the heritage of a free people which our fore-
fathers brought forth and you helped hand down, democracy was never
as much challenged in the world as today. With England and France
standing alone in a dictator ridden Europe and with highly organized
pressure groups making their influence more and more felt in America,
there never was a time when it has been more necessary to exert every
effort and strain everr power at our command to maintain our Republic
and transmit it unimpaired to the coming generation.
These are the problems of today. They seem to us greater than the
problems of yesterday. They may not be; they may be only closer. We
take from you the inspiration, the zeal, the steadfast loyalty to the prin-
ciples of the constitution of our Country which you in your legislativa
careers so highly exemplified. We hope to carry on upon the same high
plane of endeavor. The future can only judge of our success.
For the services you rendered the state, for handing down the charter
of American freedom undimmed and unerased, and for the example of
useful and necessary legislation you set, I welcome you here in the name
of the Senate.
ADDRESS OF RBPR. HERMAN W. WALTER
Mr. President, Pioneer Lawmakers, Assembly of Guests, Members of
House and Senate:
I t is indeed a great pleasure and honor to welcome you. When I recall
the achievement you have attained, I feel deeply the debt of the present
to the past. In welcoming your distinguished body, we do well to ra-
member that the word Pioneer is not an isolated word, but a word that
is descriptive of courage, foresight, vision and leadership. We need but
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pause for a moment and look into the past and realize many of the ideals
of the Pioneer Lawmakers have become realities, and are so deeply en-
trenched in the hearts of the people of Iowa, that they can never be
erased. When the forefathers of this country' wrote the Declaration of
Independence, they knew that man was created and endowed with certain
inalienable rights, that being life, liberty and pursuit of happinesB.
When the framers of our constitution gathered from all the states
then in the Union, they framed a document recognized as the greatest
instmment ever written by man. Embodied in this instrument was the
protection of these inalienable riglits so ably announced by Thomas
Jefferson and which forever guaranteed to the people of this country a
representative form of government. The leaders of this country formu-
lated into law the expressions and opinions of the people of this great
land, fully knowing that without recognizing human rights and liberties
as paramount in government, there can be no progress.
Tho vision and foresight of our Iowa Lawmakers of yesteryear has
made possible tho erection of huge .state institutions and maintenance
for the care of tlie many unfortunates not able to take care of them-
selves. This is but one of the many humanitarian acts which we owe
your distinguished body.
The erection of our great places of learning which can be attended by
all, regardless of class, color or creed, of which Iowa might be well
proud, is due only to the foresight and vision of the Pioneer lawmaker,
well knowing, " that without education there can be little vision."
The achievements, which you, the Pioneer lawmakers have attained,
is today a guiding light in these troubled times. An encouragement to
spur us on to do our task which we have before us and which we hopo
we will be able to perform as courageously and ably as you. On behalf
of the House of Representatives of the Forty-eighth General Assembly,
I welcome you.
THIS CONFLICTING WORLD
BY GEORGE COSSON
We are at the end of a cycle and the beginning of a new. Between
end and beginning is chaos. So said Oswald Spengler.
It was Thomas Iluxloy who said that next in importance to clear anä
right thinking was clear and wrong thinking, but we have neither,
neither clear and right thinking nor clear and wrong thinking. Instead
we have a mass of confused thinking. This results from the fact of
our opening statement. We are at the end of a cycle and the beginnin[{
of a new. Every intelligent person will admit the truth of this state-
ment, but scarcely one in a million really acts accordingly.
This confusion of thought exiati in both our domestic and international
relations. It is true of the man on the street. It is true of the business
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man, and it is true of the men who mn our government.
So long as this confused thinking continues, there is not much hope
for the world.
Let us pass from the general to the specific. From the dawn of
civilization, and even before civilization, the struggle of man has been
to obtain food, clothing and shelter. The beginning of civilization is
measured by the extent to which man could increase his supply of food.
It is, therefore, a matter of tremendous importance to keep in mind
that we have now passed from this scarcity economy into an economy
of plenty and abundanee.
That does not mean that everyone has plenty and abimdance, how-
ever, but it does mean that production and transportation huve advanced
to that stage where t!ie most favored coulií live in unsurpassed luxury
and even the humblest might have the comforts and neceasitiea of life.
Yet it is not too much to say that nine-tenths of all our action and
thinking and legislation is based upon the old order; upon the scarcity
economy, and strange as it may seem, this old order is not defended
by the poor and ignorant, but by the educated, responsible people of
Bociety.
To use the phraBe of James Truslow Adams, it is thr rich, the wise,
the Kood, who oppose tho transformation. It has ever been so. It was the
respectable and responsible people, that is—the ricli, the wise, the good—
who crucified Jesus and took the greatest exception to his teachings.
And it was the cream of the aristocracy of the south, that is, the large
plantation owners, who were the most ardent defenders of slavery.
I t is one of the tragedies of our times that so many of the moat
intelligent aniT the finest of our people still look upon the glories of our
civilization which existed during the first quarter of the SOtli century,
and still cling to the idea that if we could get rid of the New Deal and
all its works, we could letum to the statuB quo. that we could restore
the old order.
Regardless, however, of the merits of the New Deal, which is not
under discussion, as this is not the time nor place for such a discussion,
and regardless of what happens to the New Deal and every individual
who has been a part of the New Deal, the old order changeth. It has
already changed.
The economy and the pattern of our civilization which many so
ardently desire to re-establish is gone forever, never to return in this
world or the world to come.
Our failure to recognize in the pattern of our everyday and business
life, as well as in legislation, the fact that the scarcity economy is gone
and we now have the equipment and knowledge to live in an economy of
abundance and plenty, is largely responsible for our present condition.
Before proceeding to a discussion of world affairs and international
relations, perhaps a few observations will help to make clear the point
I wish to establish.
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[il a scarcity economy under tho old order, when therr was always a
scarcity of both food and industrial products, it was literally true that
he who could make two blades of grass grow whore one grew before, or
two ears of corn grow where one grew before, was a real benefactor of
the race as well as a benefactor to the agricultural class, but, as Gov-
ernor Lowden pointed out, it haa usually followed that the farmer'B
lowest income has occurred when he raised the largest crop, and, since
agriculturr is by far the major industry in America, between three and
four times as large as any other single industry, whenever the farmer
suffers, tho nation suffeTS.
It is also true that there was some juptification in tho past for
special favors in order to eneourage infant industries.
Speaking generally, it could be said that the faying of Thomas
Jefferson and Thomas Paine that " tha t nation governs best which
governs least" was true. The doctrine of laissez faire put a premium o»
initiative and enterprise.
In the scarcity economy oi^pecially, so long as there was new land to
be opened and new enterprises which needed developing there was no
need to worry about over-production and exchange.
There was always the opportunity to exchange labor, money and com-
modities, but today, the problem, as before stated, is not that of produc-
tion, not that of transportation, but Ihe probUin of fxchangf and dútñ-
iittion.
Hence, the very grave problem of unemployment. That is to say, how
to exchange the labor of the ten or twelve millions of unemployed. How
to exchange the labor of substantially all ablf bodied men for money
or commodities.
To this question, we have made no substantial contribution. We have
not oven scratched the surface. We have applied poultices, and admin-
istered bromides and anesthetics, whereas the patient indicates that no
recovery can be had without a major operation.
It should be perfectly apparent to anyone who not only sees, but, as
Cailisle said, who sees through, that we have not only failed to solve the
problem, but because our pattern of civilization is still governed by the
old philosophy of a scarcity economy, things are worse instead of better.
This follows be< a^use of the tremendous increase in debt, state, munici-
pal and personiU, and liecaune of the enormous increase in taxes with ne
real improvement in unemployment. As the debt burden and taxes in-
cTeaae, it fellows that more and more of the small business men and
private enterprises are put out of business.
Under these conditions, it is increasingly difficult for an individual
or a small industry to succeed. Under these conditions, more and more,
the individual and the smnll business man is driven to the wall while
those corporations with large reaer^'es, large research departments and
excellent management, who are thus able to change with changed condi-
tions, they alone have a chance to succeed. It follows also that since
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otir problem now is one of exchange and distribntion, that any action
which interferes with the freedom and the increased volume of ex-
change or trade, or which curtails labor and increases unemployment,
aggravates the situation.
Henee, trad(! barriers, whether in the form of state legislation or
national legislation in the nature of embargoes, trade quotas and ex-
cessive tariffs, aggravate our difficulties, because they all tend to limit
and curtail trade, exchange and distribution and to bring increased un-
employment as a consequence.
So likewise, all monopolistic practices which arbitrarily restrict produc-
tion for the purpose of inerea.sing pricos and destroying competition,
aggravates the situation, lessens ihe power of exchange and distribution
and increases unemployment. This is also true with referenco to labor.
tJp to a certaia point, an increa.'^ ed wage means increased purchasing
power and decent standards of living. Beyond a certain point a scarcity
of labor with a very high and rigid price per hour wage operates in
precisely the same manner as monopolistic practices on the part of
industry'.
I t results in the law of diminishing returns. Whatever is gained by
the increased hourly wage is more than loBt in the reduced monthly or
annual wage, and if out of line or balance with other labor, it followa
that the lower priced labor cannot buy the products of the commodities
produced by the excessively high labor, so that again we have a reduction
and curtailment of production, exchange and distribution.
All forms of special legislation granting special favors to particular
classes or organizations as a result of pressure groups are anti-social
and aggravate the situation by further curtailing exchange and distri-
bution, for the reason that an equivalent burden mu-tt he imponed for
every speeial favor granted and again the burden falls most heavily
upon those least able to stand it.
Along with thia type of legislation goes all that great mass of tax
exempt securities available only to those with large surplussog ; the
result being that a large part of the property of the nation receives full
protection and the owners receive nil the advantages of a free govern-
ment, yet they make little or no contribution to pro<luction, the employ-
ment of labor or the support of the government. This again results in
curtailment of labor, production, exchange and distribution.
What then, shall we say of legislation reducing taxes upon home-
steads and national legislation in aid of Agriculture!
My answer is, that both, under present economy, are not only justified,
but advisable. The first, because the sales tax falla most heavily upon
tho poor and the homestead owners. The homestead tax reduction law
merely tenda to equalize tho sales tax which places an undue heavy
burden upon the poor and the small home owner and those least able to
pay.
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As to national legislation in aid of the farmer, it cannot be said too
often, and has not yet licen said often enough, that agriculture ù entitleâ
to its fair share of the national income. Only a few times in the entire
history of our country lias the farmer received his full share of the
national income, whether measured by population or the real contribution
whieh he makes to the well-being of Society. I recall but one year dur-
ing the past generation when the farmer received his proportion of tho
national income. That was in ]919. During that year the value of
agricultural products totalled $16,640,000,000, or in round figures,
$17,000,000,000, and all classes benefited thereby. The farmer directly
supports one third of the population and feeds all of the population
but generally speaking, receives but one-seventh to one-tenth of the
National income.
Therefore, so long aa we continue to grant special favors to industry
and banking, the farmer is entitled to consideration in order to equalize
the special favors which have always been granted by our Government,
from its earliest history, to industry and banking.
Time forltids a discussion of the question of remedies for agriculture,
but if we had the courage and the vision, we could adopt a program for
agriculture with little or no regimentation and in complete harmony
with a program of economy of plenty, by taking over 50 million acres of
land and retaining and operating same under lease, where it has become
necessary to foreclose under farm credit administration loans.
Under such a system, a surplus ample to take care of food shortages
as a result of drought or otherwise, could always be maintained by the
Government, Men could be given an opportunity on small acreages to
make a living and large numbers of men could be put to work in proces-
sing foods for relief purposes and to feed the unemployed. This plan
would be in complete harmony with the pattern of an abundance or
economy of plenty.
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
If we now turn to international affairs we find this same confusion of
thought which characterizes our domestic and internal problems. We
profess to believe, and undoubtedly in the abstract we sincerely believe,
in international law and international peace, but in action we cling to
the old order, the doctrine of isolation and self-sufficiency, where each
nation determines for itself what is right, refuses to co-operate with
other nations for the purpose of preserving international law, and under-
takes to defend and enforce its rights by its army and navy. In other
words by precisely the same methods which have existed from the time the
first savage tribe fought a hostile savage tribe in order to gain food
or territory. These are not the methods belonging to this age, to an
economy of abundance and to a high state of civilization. These
methods belong to a former age, to barbarism, to savagery and to a
scarcity economy.
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Now as a result of the world war, the peoples of the world were so
shocked by the horrois of modern warfare and its futility that they were
ready to abandon the methods which had been in existence since pre-
historic times and were willing by group action to undertake to pro-
mulgate, to declare and to enforce international law and international
peace. It is not too much to say that probably between 80%—90% of
all the civilized people of the world, including the people of our own
country, believed that the time had arrived to abandon the old order
and establish the new.
In accordance with world opinion, as a part of the Versailles Treaty
there WRS established a League of Nations and an International Court
of Justice, the League of Nations to promulgate and declare international
law, and an international court to decide in accordance with the principles
of international law so that each nation could submit its disputes and
have a decision based upon law instead of force. The civilized nations
of the world subscribed to this new order, some 50 in number, the ex-
ceptions being Turkey and the United States.
In connection with the failure of the United States to co operate
with the nations of the world to establish the new order it must be kept
in mind that President Harding did not make his campaign against the
new order^against co-operative effort between nations of the world and
against a world court. On the contrary. President Harding merely de-
clared against the League of Nations and declared that if he were elected
president, he would cause to be brought about, in order to accomplish the
same general purposes, an association of nations. One hundred of the
loading scholars and prominent and public men in America declared in
favor of an association of nations.
It should also be remembered that with the reservations proposed by
the Senate of the United States, our nation would have entered the
League of Nations and that without the reservations our failure to
adopt fell short by only seven votes of a two-thirds majority. A decided
majority of the Senate as well as of the people of the United States
declared for the new order and when the question of the World Court
first came before the Senate for ratification, the vote was 77 in favor
to 17 against adherence to the World Court. The great minds of our
nation declared for the new order and had labored many years, loug
before Wilson's effort at the Versailles Treaty. I refer to the work of
Elihu Root, Theodore Roosevelt, William Howard Taft, former President
Charles W. Eliot of Harvard. Even Senator Lodge at one time was an
advoi^ate of the new order.
Now in view of what has happened in the world since the world war
and in view of the conditions which we find existing in the world today
we he.'ir upon every hand that America's participation in the world war
was a horrible mistake, that we sacrificed 50 thousand of our young men
and billions of dollars to no end and to no purpose and that it is most
fortunate that we did not adhere to the world court or join the League
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of Na t ions . Th i s , however, does not tell t he whole s tory. The re exis ted
in t he minds of the thonght fu l people of our count ry when we entered
the war a hope and a conviction tha t in some way the result would be to
established a new order in tlie world—to the end t h a t we might have inter-
na t iona l peace and t ha t dispute» might be fett led by a r b i t r a t i o n or Ei'uifi
peaceful method. T h e feelings and hopes and asp i ra t ions of the Amer-
ican people were clearly expressed b y Woodrow Wilson when he sa id we
are entering the war to end war and to make the world safe for democracy.
And yet when we hear this statement made amongst all of the classes of
our people Lhey either laugh or nnet'r! But what is more worthwhile in
the world than to end war and make tlie world a safe place for the na-
tions of a free people where each shall have a voice in the government;
where all the great fundamental rights shall be protected and guaranteed,
where individual liberty and individual initiative is preserved and en-
couraged, and where there shall be a free interchange of not only thoughts
Mii'l ideas and scientific inventions, but of goods and commodiiiesf
I wish herfi and now to challenge the popular assumptions which exist
amongst our people in connection with our entering the world war, and
the whole American foreign policy following the world war.
First let me say boldly and unequivocally that the world war was not
a failure, that our participation in the world war was not a mistake. On
the contrary the world war was necessary in order to preserve the rights
of smaller nations and free peoples, and it was imperative that America
enter the world war in order to save its own sou!.
Let me again assert the motive was worthy and laudable. Our entrance
was not a mistake and the war was a success. Never before in tlie history
of the world had there been such heroic, unselfish co-operative effort
amongst the great nations of the world to bring about a new order of
things in the world.
How then, shall we explain the conditions which we find in the world
today, where every nation has become an armed camp, where the prepara-
tions of war exceeds many times that whirh ever existed before in his-
tory, where the major thought and industry of the leading powers is to
discover and increase new and better methods of killing people. And
how shall we explain that we now have th»? most pagan and vicious forms
of despotic power and totolitarian governments that ever existed Î The
answer is simple. The war was a success. What was sought to be ac-
ciimplislied so far as the war itself was concerned was accomplished,
and both America and the Allies were glorious in war. The heroism and
disinterested co operation, as before stated, was unpariillelcd in thfi
world 's history, but while we were noble and glorious in war, we were
ignoble and inglorious in peace.
If America and the allied nations of the world had shown the same
determination, the same heroism, tho same disinterested and co-operative
effort following the war that existed during the war we should have
accomplished pre<'isely the purpose as stated by Woodrow Wilson, and
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v/<\ would havp made the world a safe place foi
the earth and the smaller nations of the earth, and
the free peoples of
:ie dream of the ages
would now be an established fact and a reality, and we could all observe
as a fact and a reality, in the words of the Great "teacher and the Great
Law Giver, that there was ' ' Peace on Earth, Good Will to Men. ' '
I repeat, the failure was not in the war, but our desertion of the cause
of peace at the very time the great influence of America was needed
most.
If argument is needed in order to establish the thith of the statements
here made, we need go no further than our own ¡history. The Revolu-
tionary War was fought under great difficulties by the 13 separate
colonies, each of which was a separate sovereign power. Suppose at the
end of the Revolutionary War that the colonies not only had a Patrick
Henry to oppose the constitution but suppose there then existed a little
group of men referred to by Woodrow Wilson a^  "willful men," theu
the highest eouncils of George Washington, John Marshall, John Adams,
Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson and San^uel Adams would nor
have succeeded in founding and establishing ttie constitution, but on
the contrary the Patrick Henrys and such men Who were the Senators
Lodge, Borah, Beed, Moses of their day, and aided by a yellow press
known as the Hearst Publications should have ^cceeded in destroying
the constitution. Is there a single person in thiä audience who believes
that the conditions which would have followed could have been worse, if
possible, than the conditions which followed the destruction of the co-oper-
ative effort at the close of the world war to establish international law
and international peaceî The imagination can hardly grasp tho conse-
quence which would have followed if there should have prevailed in each
of the colonies the doctrine of isolation and sell sufficiency which was
so ardently advocated by Patrick Henry, and so successfully advocated
by a little gronp of men in the years following: the world war. Some
were actuated by honest and mistaken motives, but a number there were
whose motives were sordid, political, and mean.
I accuse William Randolph Hearst and the Hearst Publications of
spreading international poison and hate and ill Will throughout the world.
I accuse Senators Lodge, Borah, Reed, Moses and the other group of
SenatOTS of misrepresenting the noblest sentim
the American people and the peoples of the world. I accuse Senators
Lodge, Borah, and Reed and this little group of men of destroying not
only the World Court and the League of Nati ns, but the co-operative
effort of the nations of the world to establis
international peace.
When President Harding said, as he did sa\
Moines: " I turn my back upon the League,'
his back upon the Leagne, but the lesult of
the usefulness of the World Court and the hig
operative effort of tlie nations of the viorld.
!nts and aspiriations of
h international law and
here in the City of Dos
he not only tiien turned
is action was to destroy
1 hopes raised by the co-
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Is it not time that we should see the issues clearly? Is it not time
that we should cease confusing cause and effoi-tf Is it not time, as
Carlyle said, that we should not only BCO, but sec through! There are
but two methods in the world to settle difficulties. One is by force;
that is the law of the jungle and anarchy. The other is by co-operative
effort and some form of judicial decision. That ia the method of civil-
ization.
Sooner or later we must make a clenr-cut decision between one or the
other of these methods. There is and can be no such thing as isolation
and self sufficiency for this nation or any other nation in the world. If
proof is nectl<'<l, witness the demonstration of 20,000 Nazi storm troopc-rs
who met in New York two weeks ago—flogged and beat up people who
undertook to express an independent thought, wore the Nazi uniform,
gave the Nazi salute, placed the swastika above the American flog, in-
dulged in sneers and boos at tho name of the Pro.>iident of the United
States, and declared for friendly co-operation with Adolf Hitler. Also
note the faet that Field Marshal Goering said but a few days ago in
Berlin, "We sliall uso all our power to increase our 80 million population
to 100 million.-' Ho further said, "Young men will stream in doubled
and three-fold numbers into barracks. We intend to use every one of
them," and, "we must produce planes in numbers and of quality which
seems unthinkable." Then he uttered the blasphemous statement,
"Plainly the Lord is with us . "
In a recent number of the Fonim magazine we are told that Germany
has more, faster and better bombing airplanes than England, France
and the United States combined, and that their production capacity is
ten times as great as that of France.
In ppite of this we still have a school of thought which professes to t)o-
licve in isolation and self sufficiency and that America should be neutral
and Indy-Iike nnd say notiiing which will offend these pagan dictators,
and while thosc' speeches are being uttered in tlte prefs and in tlio halls
of the United States Congress, federal jurit's are finding Nazi spies
guilty of being mombera of a spy ring in the United States, hired by
the German gowmment to obtain the military secrets of the United
States and to carry on a propoganda of Nazi government here. At the
same time we read of the solidarity of tho Rome—Berlin—Tokio axis
recently augmented by the government of Hungary and the co-operation
of Franco in Spain.
As a result of tiiis solidarity on the part of the dictators ami the lack
of co-operative effort ou tiie part of the democracies and the other na-
tions of the world, we witness a series of world aggressions on the part
of these nations, each one furnishing encouragment for the other, namely,
Manchuria, Manchukuko, China, Ethiopia, Austria, Czechoslovakia and
Munich.
My conclusion is; that trying to follow the old order leads to nothing
but tragedy and disaster; that national restrictive legislation in an at-
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tempt to maintain neutrality results not in neutiality, but to the ad-
vantage of tho stronger and aggressive nations. I¡ am convinced that a
national policy which closes its eyes to the ravishment of weaker na-
tions and the destruction of every religious and civil right which exists
among the peoples of the world is not the road lio peace but the road
which inevitably leads to war. A world crisis is at! hand. America must
not play an ignoble part. If we are to remain free we must be bold.
The world needs leadership as it never needed it beffore. There are many
encouraging signs nothwithstanding the warliko preparations of the dic-
tator nations. Their weakness has become apparent, their shortage of
food and the necessity of raw materials is even
now Pope has just been selected. Witliin 24 hours
declared to the world and over three hundred mi
tional peace based ujion justice. He refused to
warning of Adolf Hitler and his lieutenants, he
idmitted by them. A
after his selection he
lion catholics for na-
)e intimidated by the
refused to be intimi-
dated by the waniing of the Italian press. The government of America
can do no less. We need not become entangled iin a foreign war. Wo
should uphold the hand of the President of the United States in letting
it be known that America condemns the lawlesijnesa and the persecu-
tion of the dictator governments and that our sympathies are with the
democracies and the free governments of the woi,lld; we should make it
elear that in any conflict we shall use every peacefful and lawful method,
including tlio furnishing of foodstuffs, raw materi'als and war planes and
even munitions, to aid the democracies in their! contest against auto-
eracy, despotism and paganism.
Personally I shall unhesitatingly support the n)ew order. I unhesitaT-
ingly dot'lare in favor of international law and ihtemational peace, and
Bufficient co-operation among the free nations of the world to establish
and preserve international law anil international peace.
At the conclusion of the address the members of the associ-
ation were escorted from the House Chamber to the rotunda,
thus ending the twenty-sixth sesión of the Pioneer Lawmakers
of Iowa.
In addition to those whose names haVe already appeared
elsewhere, the following also attended ¡the session: L, L,
Bybee, IT. S. Grant Chapman, S. B. Durant, Ross H. Gregory,
C. \V. Huntley, E. A. Larson, H. J, Manftz, R. J. Martin, W,
F, Moore, Ernest R. Moore, H. T, Saber$on, William Sehme-
dika, I. A, Smith, and Walter H. Vance.
Included among the numerous notes received by the acting
secretary from members expressing tlieii] regret at being un-
able to attend the session of the assoeiation, because of the
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press of business, illness, or other reasons, was a warm note
from the former Secretary, David C. Mott, who was spending
the winter in California. Several others of these letters are
given below.
Long Beach, California.
March 2, 19^9.
Pioneer Lawmakers Association,
Dea Moines, Iowa.
Dear Mr. BeMar: —
Your notice of the 26th biennial meeting March 7th discloses that the
first assembly of the organization occurred in I8S8. It was for some time
the custom of our members in a body to visit separately each chamber
and I well rememïjer Ihe first occasion as well as five subsequently when
they came into the senate. One time Senator Garsh said to me " I can
see you in this picture of the fnture," which seemed quite irrelevant,
indeed.
These groups included men well reniemV)ered among which were Geo.
G. Wright, John A. Kasson, H. H. Trimï)Ie, C. C. Nonrse, P. M. Casady,
Hoyt Sherman, and many others, not overlooking George W. Jones one
of our first United States Senators and T. 8. Parvin, secretary to our
first Territorial Goveraor. They appeared quite patriarchial, especially
to Senators of my tender years as they were given gracious reception and
consideration due to high character and patriotic service. They were
pioneers, indeed.
I served with senators to the number of 146. Not more than eight of
this number survive—I am sure of four only : Carroll, Ellison, Mc-
Arthur and Titus. That I should be among the survivors, and in the en-
jojTnent of ridiculously good health, is almost inconceivable.
I regret to say it will not be possible for me to attend this meeting.
I assure all of you however of my abiding regard and fellowship with
sincere good wishes for each and every one, with the further assurance
that Iowa continues in full possession of my home and heart.
Sincerely yours,
A. B. Fnnk.
UNITED STATES SENATE
WASHINGTON, D. C.
February 28, 1939
Hon. John C. DeMar, President
Pioneer Lawmakers ' Association
State Historical Bldg.
Des Moines, Iowa
My dear Friend:
This will acknowledge, with thanks, receipt of the kind invitation ex-
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tended by the Pioneer Lawmakers' Association t
Session.
I regret very much that it will be impossible
session, as I feel it is my duty to be here in Was
is in session.
Thanking you again, 1 am
Sincerely yours,
Guy M.
attend the Biennial
for me to attend this
ington while Congress
illette
Hampton, Iowa,
March 6, 1939
Pioneer Lawmakers' Association,
State Historical Building,
Des Moines, Iowa
Dear Sirs;
I was glad to receive your invitation of February 22nd to the meeting
of the Association in Des Moines but find myself unable to be present
at this time. I am hoping that some time in thie not distant future I
shall be able to attend your sessions as I am surekhey are both pleasant
and interesting.
My remembrance of my association with the
very pleasant one.
With personal regards and best wishes to you til.
Sincerely yours,
T. J. B. Eiobinson
Iowa Legislature is a
Kansas City, J
Hon John C. DeMar
Des Moines, Iowa.
My Dear Mr. President—(I mean My dear John
I am in receipt of the announcement of the 26
the Pioneer Lawmakers Association to be held a
7th, 193i>.
I deeply regret that it will not bo possible for
I am fully conscious of the fact that my abs
will entail upon myself a sense of personal loss
Í0. 2/28 -1939
h Bi-eiinial Meeting of
Des Moines on March
me to be in attendance,
nee from this meeting
and deprivation far in
e.'jta of any contribution that my presence could possibly have caused.
I am at tho same time truly sorry to have missed another opportunity of
meeting and mingling with valued and respected friends and associates
of former Legislative Assemblies of the Grand
Iowa.
I desire to extend to you & through you to
Old Commonwealth of
the members assembled
my very sincere Good wishes for a successful meeting and a Happy rp-
union.
Fraternally yours,
John H. Darrai
914 E. 39th Kinsas City, Mo.
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Feb. 23/39.
Wallingford, Iowa.
Hon. John C. DeMar, Près.,
Hon. Kenneth E. Colton, Acting Sec'y,
Pioneer Lawmakers Ass 'n.
Des Moines, la.
Gentlemen: Thank you for the invitation to the meeting to be held
Mar. 7th 1939 . . . . I kindly ask yon to greet the Ass'n for me, the
one, and only one, I think, remaining from the House of the 24th G. A.
[Mr. Kasa is unduly pessimistic, as our records indicate that it is
probable that six members of the House in the 24th G. A. survive: J.
Austin, C. Marti, O. M. Oleson, C. H. Bobinson, H. T. Saberson, A. J.
Sowers and C. F. Spearman, in addition ta Mr. Kasa.] I was a minister
at the time, a few times I had to step up on the Speaker's stand and
conduct a prayer. Since I became older in politics, I have often thought
I should have made my prayer short and impressive thus:
"Oh Lord, have mercy upon these sinners before me I Amen."
Well, thank you. I hope you have a good meeting.
Yours truly,
J. O. Kasa
DEATHS SINCE LAST MEETING
(Date given is year of first service)
Oley Nelson. Slater . Repr. 21. 22 G. A..
James E. BIythe, Mason City _ Repr. 22, 23 G. A., 1888
J. P. Holliday, Morning Sun Repr. 23, 24 G. A., 1890
Joshua Jester, Des Moines Repr. 24, 25 G. A., 1892
William B. Cliapman, Correcticmville, Repr. 25. 26 G. A., 1894
J. D. Morrison, Reinbeek -. Kepr. 25. 26 G. A., 1891
"\V. 0. Ladtl. Clarksville. lïepr. 26. 27 O. A.. 1896
Or. M. Putnam, Carson . Repr. 26-28 G. A.. 1896
P. W. Conley, Elkport Repr. 27, 28 G. A., 1898
G. H. Smith, Persia . . Repr. 27 G. A., 1898
Nathan AVH^ht, Stuart Renr. 28. 29 G. A.. 1900
F. C. Hartshorn, Clarion Ren. 29-31 G. A.. 1902
Louis J. Leeeh, West Branch ..... Repr. 29-31 G. A., 1900
Fred L. Maytasr. Newton Sen. 29-33 G. A.. 1900
O. K. Maben. Garner Repr. 30-32 G. A., 1904
Lorenzo D. Teeter, Knoxville , Repr. 30-32, 45 G. A.. 1904
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G. L. Van Eaton, Little Rook Re¿r. 31, (i.
Wm. P. Allrel, Corydon Repr. p2-33, G.
Edwin G. Moon, Ottumwa , Sen. $2, 33 0.
E. J. Sidey, Greenfield Repr. k
Henry K. Dewey, Gnthrie Center Repr.
Edwin H. Fourt, Wankon Repr. í
Chas. J. Fulton, Fairfiold, Repr. 33, 34, Sen
Thomas Hickenlooper, Albia Repr.
Gerrit Klay, Orange City Repr,
35 G.
33, 34 G.
3, 34 G.
, 39, 40 G.
33, 34 G.
33-35 G.
Henry Brady, Perry Hepi[. 34-36 G.
Edwin Collins, Northwood - Repr. 34 G.
Edward Downey, Breda .- Repr
Charles W. Hunt, Logan, (Wash. D. C.) Repr. 34 G.
Harold C. Lounsberry, Marshalltown Rep
34, 35 G.
A-,
A.,
A.,
A..
A.,
A-,
A..
A.,
A.,
A.,
A..
A.,
A..
.34.35G. A.,
Ulysses G. Whitney, Sioux City, (Des Míjíines)
Repr. Ö4, 35 G.
Ernest J. Heaton, Shannon City - Repr. 35 G.
Otto A. Helming, Waukon. Repi'. 35-37 G.
Fred W. Jones, Spirit Lake Reprj 35, 36 G.
Ira D. MoVicar, Eagle Grove Rtepr. 35 G.
Irving B. Rit'hman, Museatine Repr
Christian Saltzman, Lawler Tiepr. 35 G.
John H. J. Stutt, Monticello . .
Melbem F. Thompson, Van Wert Rep
35, 36 G.
Kepr. 35 G.
. 35, 36 G.
Robert Bruce, Rolfe —-. Repr. 36, 37 G.
William O. Coast. Towa City Repr. 36 G.
Charles Gilmore, Sioux Rapids . . Repp-. 36-39 0.
Martin Ingwersen, Clinton I^epr. 36 G.
John C. Jesson, Story City . Rerjr. 36, 37 G.
David W. Kimberly, Davenport ,
Repr. 36, 37, S^n. 38-47 G.
William P. Kopp, Mt. Pleasant Kepr. 36 G.
David E. Mackie. Mt. Auburn Repi 36, 37 G.
James S. Michael. Sioux City . Bepr. 36 G.
William Oldenburg, Alvord Kepr. 36 G.
Lars O. Wigdahl, Rutbven Rejr. 36. 37 G.
John V. Adkins. Paulina RepT. 37. 38 G.
W. W. Epps, Ottumwa Repr. 37. 38 G
A.,
A.,
A.,
A..
A.,
A..
A-,
A.,
A.,
A.,
A.,
A.,
A..
A.,
A..
A.,
A.,
A.,
A.,
A..
A:,
.A.,
1906
1907
1907
1907
1909
1909
1909
1909
1909
1911
1911
1911
1911
1911
1911
1913
1913
1913
1913
1913
1913
1913
1913
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1915
1917
1917
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S, W. Klaus, Earlville Repr. 37. 38 G. A., 1917
Cbarles P. Lytle, Sioux City Senate, 37 G. A., 1917
F, P, Mowrey, Fairfield ^„ Repr. 37 G. A,, 1917
S. R. Reed, Monteith Repr. 37 G. A., 1917
W. H. Walrath, Arlington Repr. 37, 38 G, A,, 1917
Frank D. Jaekson
Seeretary of State and Governor of Iowa. 1885
Dwight N. Lewis Railroad Commissioner, 1917
Byron W. Preston -. Justice of the State Supreme Court, 1913
John F. Riggs Supt. of Public Instruction. 1904
Frank S. Shaw Auditor of State. 1915
Horace M. Towner U, S. Congressman 1913

